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Abstract- Testing is one of the most time consuming activities in the entire software development life cycle. In this paper, an effort has been made to propose an important modification to a testing strategy that has been proposed for unit testing of Object Oriented software. Unit testing of Object Oriented testing primarily boils down to testing of individual classes of the software. Testing of a class is analogous to the testing of methods defined in the class. In the current work the data flow based testing strategy employed to analyze the method which is of highest importance has been further revised and modified and applied to an appropriate case study to demonstrate the results. The current strategy which has been modified is more robust in its demonstration as to identifying the priority method. The current work demonstrates that the testing effort required by the tester is reduced.
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I. Introduction

The amount of time consumed by testing in the entire software development life cycle is around 60%. This not only shows the importance of testing in a software product life cycle, but also intrigues the test engineers at large to think of innovative ways to accomplish testing in a more robust manner. At different points of software development if the tester would like to check the health of the component quickly and thoroughly then it poses a major challenge to him. Every time a change is made to a component the tester would have to check the health of the component by performing unit testing. But unit test cases also are sometimes quite numerous and might consume quite enough time before they completed the execution of those test cases. With respect to Object oriented software, unit testing refers to an individual class or a group of classes rather. Testing an individual class boils down to testing a set of methods defined as part of the class. Instead of running all the test cases pertaining to all the methods, a strategy has been proposed to come up with the most important method out of the existing ones so that the tester could execute all the methods pertaining to the priority method and execute only random test cases pertaining to the other methods. This would help the tester in arriving at robust conclusions about the health of the component. It would save the tester with some time while still achieving the desired quality.

II. Proposed Strategy

The proposal is that all possible du-chaining of the data members defined in the class is done. Then a method which is the most repeated in the majority of the du chains is assigned a high priority factor and is subjected to logic coverage testing. The remaining sequences of methods are tested under normal conditions using state based testing techniques applying on the constraints of the object’s state. For arriving at assigning priority of the methods, i.e to understand the most important methods of all, an algorithm called the DU pairs algorithm has been proposed. The algorithm* in [3] is adapted to suit the needs of independent application classes and comprises of the following steps. The Step 3 has been modified specifically after observing the results over different case studies.

**Step 1:** def-use pairs of all the data members defined in the class are made. [3]

Note: A def-use pair corresponds to the listing of a pair of line numbers where the first number indicates the line of occurrence of the definition of the variable and the second number indicates the line number where usage of the variable is seen without the variable getting killed in between.

**Step 2:** The pairs of line numbers are mapped to method names in which the line numbers are occurring thus arriving with the set of method names in which the definition of a data member is occurring and the method name in which it is being used subsequently.[3]

**Step 3:** Now an individual counter is maintained against each method (excluding the constructor method) and du pairs of methods is observed.
Note: If the constructor method were to be considered, then it has been observed that most of the case studies resulted with the constructor function as the most priority method on which the algorithm has been run. The constructor methods are being excluded because this method is explicitly meant for defining the data members and not use them especially which could be tested by using a couple of test cases. Having considered the fact that constructor functions are for defining the data members and hence for every data member’s definition this method would certainly get listed thereby increasing the count of the constructor method.

**Step 4:** With the occurrence of each method in the listing, the counter against that corresponding method is incremented.

**Step 5:** Step 4 is repeated until all the methods listed in the du pairs are exhausted. [3]

**Step 6:** Now for each of the methods a table is prepared with the final counter value against it. [3]

**Step 7:** The table is sorted based on the counter value for each method. [3]

**Step 8:** Starting with the maximum counter value priority is assigned in the increasing order. I.e method with the maximum counter value is assigned a priority of 1 and so on. [3]

**Step 9:** If more than one method arrive at the same counter value same priority is assigned to both the methods. [3]

**Step 10:** After assigning the priority the method with the highest priority is subjected to full logic coverage testing while the other methods are subjected to equivalence partitioning and boundary value analysis testing. [3]

### III. Case Study

The above algorithm has been manually traced on a sample case study i.e a matrix class under consideration. Code for the matrix Class which has methods like add, multiply, transpose, equals, toString written is as follows:

```java
import java.util.Scanner;
public class Matrix {
    private int[][] matrixElements;
    private int rows;
    private int cols;
    public Matrix() {
        rows = 2;
        cols = 2;
        matrixElements = new int[2][2];
    }
    public Matrix(int rows, int cols) {
        this.rows = rows;
        this.cols = cols;
        this.matrixElements = new int[rows][cols];
    }
    public boolean equals(Matrix matrix){
        boolean equalFlag = true;
        if(this.rows != matrix.rows && this.cols != matrix.cols){
            return false;
        }
        for(int rowIndex = 0;rowIndex<matrix.rows; ++rowIndex){
            for(int colIndex =0;colIndex < matrix.cols;++colIndex){
                if(this.matrixElements[rowIndex][colIndex] != matrix.matrixElements[rowIndex][colIndex]){  
                    equalFlag = false;
                    return false;
                }
            }
        }
        return equalFlag;
    }
    public Matrix(int rows, int cols, int[][] matrix) {
        this.rows = rows;
        this.cols = cols;
        this.matrixElements = new int[rows][cols];
        for(int rowIndex=0; rowIndex <rows; ++rowIndex)
            for(int colIndex=0; colIndex <cols; ++colIndex)
                this.matrixElements[rowIndex][colIndex] = matrix[rowIndex][colIndex];
    }
}
```
39. 
40. }
41. public Matrix add(Matrix matrix1, Matrix matrix2) {
42. Matrix matrix3;
43. matrix3 = new Matrix(matrix1.rows, matrix2.cols);
44. for(int row=0; row < matrix1.rows; ++row)
45. for(int col = 0; col < matrix1.cols; ++col)
47. matrix2.matrixElements[row][col];
48. System.out.println(matrix3);
49. return matrix3;
50. }
51. public Matrix multiply(Matrix matrix1, Matrix matrix2) {
52. if(matrix1.cols != matrix2.rows) {
53. System.out.println("Matrix Multiplication Not possible\n");
54. System.exit(1);
55. }
56. }
57. Matrix matrix3;
58. matrix3 = new Matrix(matrix1.rows, matrix2.cols);
59. for(int rowIndex=0; rowIndex < matrix1.rows; ++rowIndex)
60. for(int colIndex = 0; colIndex < matrix2.cols; ++colIndex)
61. for(int tempIndex=0; tempIndex < matrix1.cols; ++tempIndex)
62. matrix3.matrixElements[rowIndex][colIndex] += matrix1.matrixElements[rowIndex][tempIndex]
63. matrix2.matrixElements[tempIndex][colIndex];
64. return matrix3;
65. }
66. public Matrix transpose(Matrix matrix) {
67. Matrix transposedMatrix = new Matrix(matrix.cols, matrix.rows);
68. for(int rowIndex=0; rowIndex < matrix.rows; ++rowIndex)
69. for(int colIndex = 0; colIndex < matrix.cols; ++colIndex)
70. transposedMatrix.matrixElements[colIndex][rowIndex] = matrix.matrixElements[rowIndex][colIndex];
71. return transposedMatrix;
72. }
73. public String toString() {
74. String matrixResultString = "\n";
75. for(int row = 0; row < rows; ++row) {
76. for(int col = 0; col < cols; ++col)
77. matrixResultString += matrixElements[row][col] + " ";
78. matrixResultString += "\n";
79. }
80. return matrixResultString;
81. }
82. }

Computation of the DU Pairs for each data member defined in the class:
The first number specifies the line of occurrence of the definition of the data member and the second number signifies the usage of the data member. The listing of methods is given subsequently with the method name in which the definition of the data member occurred followed by the method name where the data member has been used without the definition getting killed.

For data member “matrixElements” :
(9, 24) – (Matrix, equals), (9, 46) – (Matrix, add)
(9, 62) – (Matrix, multiply), (9, 70) – (Matrix, transpose)
(9, 77) – (Matrix, toString), (14, 24) – (Matrix, equals)
(14, 46) – (Matrix, add), (14, 62) – (Matrix, multiply)
(14, 70) – (Matrix, transpose), (14, 77) – (Matrix, toString)
(38, 24) – (Matrix, equals), (38, 46) – (Matrix, add)
(38, 62) – (Matrix, multiply), (38, 70) – (Matrix, transpose)
By following this strategy the method multiply() has to undergo full logic coverage testing. And the remaining methods would be subjected to Equivalence Partitioning or Boundary value Analysis testing techniques.

V. Conclusions

By following this strategy, the following drawbacks are overcome which are present with the existing strategies:

- This strategy helps in saving testing time while delivering quality software.
- Computational complexity of techniques like symbolic execution and automated deduction.
VI. Limitations and Future Work

- The strategy needs to be further strengthened to suit the needs of collaborating classes, especially if the class has methods which take no parameters at all.
- An automated tool is to be developed to implement the algorithm which when fed with the class file would display the priority methods for the tester.
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